
Cepsa Renews Quality Certification For La
Rábida Energy Park Maritime Terminal

● The Spanish Port Authority gives this recognition to put the spotlight
on organizations that voluntarily contribute to improving port services

● The company has renewed this certification for the 11th consecutive
year, as a result of its commitment to the sustainability and safety of
its operations in the Huelva Estuary

Cepsa has renewed its certification for the La Rábida Energy Park maritime terminal in
accordance with the Service Quality for Bulk Solid and Liquid Cargo Traffic standard
from the Spanish Port Authority, having successfully completed the annual audit
conducted by external verification entity AENOR.

This is a voluntary certificate that validates the quality of maritime concession service
provision from various perspectives: adequacy of facilities and infrastructure, resource
management, operational safety, merchandise services, including billing and
productivity, and customer service. This standard, which has been renewed for 11
consecutive years, validates the quality of port terminal concessionaires and service
providers in ports of general interest.

In this annual evaluation, conducted by AENOR with participation by different Cepsa
divisions, all activity-related aspects on the dock and the single buoy mooring were
address from the point of view of operations, safety and prevention measures,
customer service, and facility maintenance, among others.

The head of Cepsa's Maritime Terminals, José Manuel Fernández-Sabugo, noted that
"Cepsa's commitment to the sustainability of the company's operations in the Huelva
estuary can be seen through the renewal of this certification and our unwavering
commitment to continuous improvement and the quality of the services we offer."

Throughout the year, Cepsa submits the main aspects that govern its activity—safety,
sustainability, quality and energy efficiency—to various internal and external audits
across its facilities that accredit the excellence of its management and production
processes.

Cepsa is a leading international company committed to sustainable mobility and energy with a solid
technical experience after more than 90 years of activity. The company also has a world-leading chemicals
business with increasingly sustainable operations.
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Through its strategic plan for 2030, 'Positive Motion,' Cepsa projects its ambition to be a leader in
sustainable mobility, biofuels, and green hydrogen in Spain and Portugal, and to become a reference in the
energy transition. The company places customers at the heart of its business and will work with them to
help them advance their decarbonization objectives. ESG criterion inspire all of Cepsa’s actions as it
advances toward its net positive objective.

Over the course of this decade, it will reduce its Scope 1 and 2 CO2 emissions
by 55% and its carbon intensity index by 15-20%, with the goal of achieving
net zero emissions by 2050.
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